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ASBSU gets
back to work,
rebukes hatred
BI' DUSTIN LRPRRI'
News Writer
The Associated Students of
Boise State University Senate be-
gan holding its regular meetings,
Tuesday, in the Student Union
Forum. The Senate passed a res-
olution that reaffirms the com-
mitment of the ASBSUSenate to
a safe and diverse student body.
The resolution was in response to
a death threat sent to a candidate
for student body president be-
cause he was a homosexual male.
The resolution declared the act of
threatening a student's life unac-
ceptable; that BSU should view
all students as equals no matter of
their race, color, or sexual orienta-
tion; and that students, staff, and
administrators should all be com-
mitted to creating an atmosphere
where people can freely share all
thoughts and feelings. The resolu-
tion passed unanimously among
the 14senators present.
The Senate confirmed former
President Morriss' four Senate ap-
pointees Friday, March II, 2005.
Ian Mosley, Heather Graves, Greg
Wilson, and Tim Flaherty all now
have a vote on the student'Senate.
None were elected to the ASBSU
Senate for the upcoming term.
The Senate also killed a bill
that would have put ASBSUinto
the lawsuit filed by Idaho State
Univeristy students, which asked
a court to not allow the State
Board of Education to, charge
students tuition. The legislature
is currently discussing the bill,
which will hit the Senate floor
within the month.
The Senate also killed a bill
4-5-0 that would have given the
Senate money to hire a lawyer
that they may place a temporary
restraining order on the Idaho
State Legislature, so that it may
not pass the tuition bill.
The Senate does not want tu-
ition and is currently lobbying
in the statehouse to express its
displeasure over the lack of safe-
guards in place to protect stu-
dents from.skyrocketing student
fees and tuition.
Sen. Wyatt Parke asked Stacy
Pearson, the BSU vice president
of finance, if the administration
would be willing to back a mo-
tion to table the tuition legaliza-
tion biil in the statehouse until
the next 'legislative session, in
january. With more time to do
research and polls, the Senate
may garner greater understand-
ing of the bill itself and of the at-
large opinion ofBSU students.
Pearson said she would relay
the question to the administra-
tion.
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St.Patrick's
Day Cheers
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University students hold up signs rating women who pass by th:m In Ilavtnna Baach.Flortda during spring break on Monday
March 15, 2004. " .' ' '
Spring break: Booze, sex, and sun all rolled into one week
Tips on survioing those seven days of scholastic freedom
BI' MRRIRNR BEKKER
'ASSistant News Editor
The time has come for Boise
State students to put away the
books and pull out the beach tow-
el. Spring break is on the horizon.
This week has traditionally been
reserved for students to unwind
and let loose before returning for
another two months of grueling
essays and exams. But before the
Iell-O shots are poured and the
tanning oil is rubbed in, students
may want to take a crash course
on how to be safe during the break
and still have a good time.
Alcohol: TWopifia coladas, one
for each cooed.
According to Boise State's
Health and Wellness Center,
many college students feel pres-
sure to drink excessively dur-
ing spring break. Unfortunately,
heavy drinking can have serious
effects that can result in a trip
to the emergency room or even
death.
"College students tend to think
they are invincible," health edu-
cator Rhiannon Avery said.
In fact, many students fall prey
to the array of alcohol myths
circulating around campuses.
According to the Web site http://
collegedrinking.gov/, these
myths can be easily identified
and quashed.
Myth 1:"I can still drink and be
in control."
Fact: Apparently not. According
to the site, drinking impairs judg-
ment, which can increase the
likelihood of doing something
unwise, such as having unpro-
tected sex or damaging property.
Myth 2: "Drinking isn't all that
dangerous."
Fact: Actually, it is very dan-
gerous, if done recklessly. One in
three 18to 24year-olds are admit-
ted to emergency rooms for inju-
ries obtained while intoxicated.
Myth 3: "Beer doesn't have as
much alcohol as liquor."
Fact: The Web site also states
that a' 12-ounce bottle of beer
has the same amount of alcohol
as a standard shot of 80-proof li-
quor (either straight or in a mixed
drink), or 5 ounces ofwine.
So, whether it's a Corona or a
margarita, drinking too much
too fast is not advised. In the
Wellness Center's newsletter for
this month are several timely tips
on drinking responsibly:
• Drink only if you want to.
ASBSU amendment requests denied
8YRRNDRLL PDST
News Editor
The Senate Education
Committee passed House Bill 231
Monthly. The bin will ~l!C\V three
of Idaho's four public universities
to charge tuition in order to pay
for instruction.
ASBSU President Tom
Labrecque testified to the com-
mittee that the bill would make
it easier for the state to cut high-
'er education funding. Labrecque
said he would support the bill if
the Senate put a 10percent cap on
yearly fee increases and a mini-
mum cap of 35 percent on state
funding forBoiseState University,
Idaho State University, and Lewis- .
Clark State College.
Tim Flaherty, a newly appoint-
ed ASBSUsenator, told the com-
mittee that education is not a
cost, but an investment. Flaherty
testified in favor of the bill with,
amendments.
"The [10percentlcap encourag-
es flexibility, but requires respon-
sibility," Flaherty said.
ASBSU senators Wyatt Parke,
LaTisha Clark, and Kamron
Ahmed, along with ASBSU
Lobbyist Sid Anderson testified
in favor of the proposed amend-
ments; Sen. Tabielle Antchekov
testified against the bill.
_ Labrecque told the committee
that if the amendments were not
added, he would not support the
bill.
The committee rejected
the amendments, committee
Chairman john Goedde said he
did not want to put a ceiling cap
on the state board. -
Those who testified against the
bill said HB 231 continues the
state's trend to decrease its fund-
ing for higher education, while
student fees continue to rise.
Representatives from ISU and
UI testified in favor of the bill,
saying it gave flexibility to the
universities to move their money
around.
Kevin Satterlee, associate Vice
president for planning at Boise
Don't Jet others dictate your
choice.
• Set a safe limit of drinks and
keep track of. the number con-
sumed.
• Avoid drinking on an empty
stomach.
• Allow ample time between
drinks.
• Alternate alcoholic and non-
alcoholic drinks.
• Don't leave drinks unattend-
ed.
Let's talk about sex.
Statements from the Web site
www.factsontap.org claim that
alcohol lowers inhibitions and
interferes with decision-mak-
ing, potentially causing inebri-
ated students to land in a sexual
encounter or two during spring
break. While deciding to sleep
with 'someone when intoxicated
can lead to an embarrassing next
morning, it can also lead to much
worse predicaments, like getting
an STD.
According to the National
Institute ofAllergy and Infectious
Diseases, sexually transmitted
infections (venereal diseases)
are the most common infectious
diseases in the United States to-
day. In fact, more than 13million
men and women are infected on
a yearly basis. Chlamydia is the
most common of all bacterial
STDs, with an estimated 4 to 8
million new cases each year.
Becoming infected with an
STD isn't usually an idea of a
good time, so these tips from the
NIAIDmay help the avoidance of
any unwanted "souvenirs" stu-
dents may bring back from spring
break.
• Have a mutually monoga-
mous sexual relationship with an
uninfected partner.
• Correctly and consistently use
a male condom.
• Use clean needles if injecting
intravenous drugs.
• Prevent and control other
STDs to decrease susceptibility to
HIV infection and to reduce your
infectiousness if you are HIV-
positive.
• Delay having sexual relations
as long as possible. The younger
people are when having sex for
the first time, the more suscepti-
ble they become to developing an
STD.The risk of acquiring an STD
also increases with the number of
partners over a lifetime.
Burn baby burn.
Not every Spring Break pas-
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time involves alcohol and sex.
Many students just want to lie
on the beach or in a tanning bed
and get darker. Information from
the Health and Wellness Center
newsletter explains that a tan is
actually visual proof that the skin
is damaged. Not only does tan-
ning speed up the aging process,
it also increases the risk for skin
cancer. According to the Health
and Wellness Center, half of all
Americans who live to age 65
will be diagnosed with skin can-
cer at some point in their lives.
To remain on the better half of
that statistic, educators from the
Health and Wellness Center sug-
gest these tips:
• Wear protective clothing, or
avoid sun exposure from 10 a.m.
t04 p.m.
• Regularly use SPF 15or high-
er, even on cloudy days.
• Reapply sunscreen every two
hours, or after swimming.
The Health andWellness Center
will have a booth set up today on
the Quad from 11a.m. to 2 p.m. to
further educate students on hav-
ing a safe spring break. Free con-
doms along with several tips on
drinking and skin protection will
be available. Happy spring break!
Fuzzy numbers, stolen keys
lead to election complaints
State, told the committee Boise
State is in favor ofthe bill.
Satterlee said the way the cur-
rent laws read, Boise State had
to spend $800,000 putting a new
roof on Taco Bell-Arena instead The ASBSUjudiciary has ruled
of hiring new professors, becau~t: the El€i:tion Beard must reassess .
that money could not be legally the current online voting process
spent on instruction. and must consult two companies
Sen. john Andreason said the that' conduct online voting by the
bill does not open 'the door to endof2005.
raise fees and was surprised by - This ruling comes after ASBSU
student reaction to the bill. Sen. Heather Graves received four
"I'm highly disturbed by the votes as a write-in candidate for
lack of trust by students, of their the College ofHealth and Sciences
administrations, and the state Senateseat,accordingtotheunof-
board," Andreason said. - ficial results. Graves filed a com-
Andreason requested the State plaint with the ASBSUJudiciary
Board of Education provide a let-claiming she could provide more
ter of assurance to the students of than four student ID numbers
Idaho universities that they would that voted for her. Graves thought
not drastically raise fees. something was going awry when
Rep. Mack Shirley said after the she received word that the college
meeting that he thinks students senator write-in was not showing
.concerns are unfounded. up, on the voting preview page.
"Ifit starts to gothe way the stu- Graves said write-in votes were
dents suggest, I'llbe the first back previeyving for president and at-
next year to change it." large senator.
Julianne Peters, a nursing stu-
dent, said she attempted to vote
for Graves, but when she did not
see her name come up on the pre-
view page, she went back and re-
peated the process, but ,didnot ,
see Graves' name.
Graves contacted Debby Flores
at the ASBSU office and told
her what was happening. Plores
placed a disclaimer on the Web
site assuring students that their
college Senate write-in votes were
being counted.
After finding out she received
only four votes, Graves went to
her nursing student colleagues
and asked them to put down their
student ID numbers if they voted
for her. Graves told the Judiciary
,that she did not ask for names just
student ID numbers.
"You have to have voted and
voted for me," Graves said.
Graves included in her com-
plaint that Debby Flores had her
keys to the ASBSUoffices stolen
during the election.
81' RRNDRLL POST
News Editor
Graves claimed since Flores's
keys were stolen and her com-
puter had access to the voting
database, so someone could have
hacked the system.
With the fuii)'nulllbers and
stolen keys, Graves asked the
Judiciary to "render this election
null and void and a complete elec-
tion be done again."
The judiciary, headed by Daniel
Pauly, ruled that the Election
Board was responsible, and the
student ID numbers turned.in by
Graves would be checked for veri-
fication and each verified number
would count as one vote toward
Graves.
The judiciary also ruled the
Election Board must reassess on-
line voting and use ASBSUfunds
to pay for it.
"1proved what I set out to; that
the system is flawed; Graves
said.
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Hundreds of thousands
of anti-Syrian protesters
throng Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon - Lebanon's anti-
Syrian movement, upping the stakes
Monday in the escalating war of ral-
lies that has gripped the country for
the past month, drew hundreds of
thousands of protesters to the heart of
downtown Beirut for the largest dem-
onstration yet.
The vast gathering, held to mark the
one-month anniversary of the assassi-
nation of former Prime Minister Rafik
Hariri, dwarfed the huge demonstra-
tion in support of Syria held last week
by the Shiite Hezbollah movement, a
rally that was intended to counter the
anti-Syrlan protests that erupted after
Hariri's death.
Attendance at the Hezbollah rally was
widely put at 500,000; news agencies
quoted city officials as saying 800,000
turned out for Monday's demonstra-
tion, and Beirut's Daily Star newspaper
said the crowd approached 1 million,
almost a third of Lebanon's popula-
'tion.
Among them were Sunnis, Christians
, and Druze, many of whom had trav-
eled from across the country to add
their voices to the calls for a complete
Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon and
for a full investigation into the Feb. 14
bombing that killed Hariri and 16 oth-
er people on the seafront promenade
nearby.
Waving the cedar-emblazoned
Lebanese flag, the crowd turned vir-
tually the entire downtown area into
a seething, chanting mass of red and
white. "Truth. Freedom. National uni-
ty:' they shouted. "Syria out!
Officials use
immigration laws to
arrest gang members
WASHINGTON- The Department of
Homeland Security said Monday that
103members ofaviolent Hispanicyouth
gang have been arrested nationwide in
recent weeks as local law enforcement
officials usc immigration violations to
.natJonal
take dangerous gang members off the
streets.
The arrests took place in New York;
Newark, N,J.; Miami; Los Angeles;
Washington, D.C.;and Baltimore.
Those cities are participating in
"Operation Community Shield:' a pro-
gram for local and federal law enforce-
ment agencies to pool resources to pur-
sue Mara Salvatrucha, one of the na-
tion's most vicious youth gangs.
About half of those detained had prior
arrests or convictions forviolent crimes,
according to homeland officials.
Mara Salvatrucha, widely known as
MS-13,has been linked to human smug-
gling, drug trafficking, arms smug-
gling, inter-gang violence and murder.
Its members include natives of several
Latin American countries, but the orig-
inal Mara Salvatrucha were street gang
guerrilla fighters in the Salvadoran civil
war in the 1980s.
MS-13 is considered the bloodiest of
several youth gangs that have emerged
since the late 1980s in the Central
American communities now living in
LosAngeles.
The new law ,enforcement tactic
against them is to have localpolice pick
up suspected gang members on im-
migration violations, using data sup-
plied by U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement.
"Wecannotonlytake [gangmembersl
off the streets, detain them, but deport
them from the United States, and that
is an incredibly powerful tool for going
after them:' said Michael Garcia, as-
sistant secretary for Immigration and
Customs Enforcement, at a press brief-
ing announcing the arrests.
Mexico violence puts
chill on spring breakers'
south-of-border jaunts
SOUTH PADREISLAND, Texas - As
tens of thousands of students make
spring-break visits to south Texas, a
resurgence of drug-related violence
across the border in northern Mexico is
forcing the U.S. and Mexico to consider
how to court these and other tourists.
Local officials from the two countries
have been meeting forweeks to develop
a planthey believe will help keep col-
lege students, their visits arc an eco-
nomic boon for both sides of the Rio
national
Grande, out of trouble.
Yet recent bloodshed, including the
January slayings of six Mexican pris-
on workers a few miles outside nearby
Matamoros, Mexico, has left even local
. Mexican-Americans fearful of crossing
the border.
There also has been a spike in kidnap-
pings ofAmericans in northern Mexico,
although officials say that many of the
victims were involved in the drug trade
and that tourists are unlikely to be
caught up in such violence.
Nonetheless, a January State
Department alert to American tourists
warning of a "deteriorating security sit-
uation" remains in force.
In' an effort to combat bad press,
Matamoros officials have begun
printing colorful pamphlets with pic-
tures of beaming young people tout-
ing Matamoros as the "safest bustling
Mexican border city," The brochures'
will be distributed within days, offi-
cials said.
Each pamphlet includes a credit card-
size cutout with the phone numbers of
police on both sides of the border, as
well as the U.S.Consulate.
Likemany Mexican officials, Gerardo
Rodriguez, director of Matamoros' con-
vention and visitors bureau, said that
the violence has been exaggerated and
that his city is safe for Americans.
Economist Richard
Vedder.to explain 'why
college costs too much'
at Boise State
Richard Vedder, a distinguished pro-
fessor of economics at Ohio University,
will present a lecture about the rising
cost of tuition tonight at 7:30p.m., in the
Student Union Bishop Barnwell Room.
His lecture will explore the question of
why tuition costs are rising at universi-
ties across the country. The event is free
and open to the public.
Author of "Going Broke by Degree:
Why College Costs Too Much," Vedder
has done extensive research on the
reasons for rlslngtuition and fees in
America. '
"College tuition fees have risen faster
than any major component of the con-
sumer price index, including health-
care. Even as the real cost of food,
clothing, and transportation have fall- ,
en, the burden of financing college has
tripled:' he said.
Vedder has been an economist with
the Joint Economic Committee of
Congress and served as the John M.
Olin visiting professor of labor eco-
nomics and public policy at the Center
for the Study of American Business at
Washington University in St. Louis.
Vedder's work has been published in
numerous academic journals, books,
and newspapers, including the Wall
Street Journal, Washington Post,
Investor's Businesslraily, Christian
Science Monitor, and USAToday.
Diversity rally at Boise
State addresses recent
threat
The Boise State University chapter
of BGLAD (Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians,
Transgendered and Allies for Diversity)
will host a diversity rally fromll a.m.-2
p.m. today on the Student Union patio.
"No Room for Hate at Boise State" will
feature speakers, entertainment, and
poets from January's Slam for Justice
poetry slam.
Amy Herzfeld, director of the Idaho
Human RightsCenter, Willjoin students,
faculty, and staff speakers. Information
tables and performances will break up
the speeches. The event also includes
statements from several campusorga-
nizations in support of diversity.
The rally isin response to a recent
threat against a student who is openly
gay.
Boise State and Boise area Crime
Stoppers form partnership on campus
Boise State University and Boise Area
Crime Stoppers have formed a new part-
nership to prevent crime and safeguard
students, faculty, and staff. During the
next few weeks, informational posters,
flyers and student publications will be
distributed at various sites throughout
campus in an effort to boost the report-
ing of crimes, while protecting the iden-
tity of those offering information.
"Crime Stoppers will be another
prevention effort on our part another
way to allow folks on campus to report
suspicious circumstances, subjects,
or a crime they may see happening,"
said Bob Seibolt, director of University
what the?
Security and liaison with Boise police.
In 2003, nearly 30 burglaries were re-
ported on the BSU campus, along with
more than a dozen arrests for liquor law
violations and several drug abuse vio-
lations. In addition, Student Conduct
Program disciplinary referrals included
more than 30 liquor law violations, sev-
eral drug abuse violations, and a couple
of weapons possessions.
Jan Van Houten, Crime Prevention I
Crime Stoppers program coordinator,
hopes that people will be more likely
to report a crime knowing their iden-
tity can be protected. No caller ID or
recorders are used, and each caller who
reports a crime is issued a confiden-
tial code number. Crime Stoppers will
route tips about campus crime directly
to investigating officers at the BSUsub-
station.
Nobody's perfect
A Texas woman was apparently not
at all put off when police arrested her
boyfriend of 12 years, because he had
escaped from prison in 1990,where he
had been serving time for strangling
a previous girlfriend's infant daugh-
ter. He had failed to mention anything
about his criminal past to her.
Once he was safely back in jail, she
married him.
Ah, here's a tasty morsel
- FZZZZT!
Dog owners in Finland, anxious to
protect their animals from attacks by
wolves, will soon be outfitting their
pets with electrified dog coats.
Wolves who chomp down on the pro-
tective outer covers will feel a 1,00Q-volt
surge of electricity.
He takes his job very
seriously
As a policeman was setting up a ra-
dar speed trap in Jessen, Germany, an
overzealous colleague gave him a traf-
. fie ticket for parking on the wrong side
of the road.
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Wolf education and research center
WolfEducationand Research Center,WinchesterID.
BY MICHELLE SELLS
News Writer
game herds such as deer and elk.
Under the new plan, should those
game herd numbers drop below
the level determined acceptable,
wolves in the area could be held
responsible and shot.
While the wolf reintroduction
program has been a biological
success, with the number of ani-
mals currently about 400 with
20 or more breeding pairs, the
public debates still continue.
Ranchers and sportsmen still op-
pose wolves, while conservation
and environmental groups fight
for the animals.
The Nez Perce Tribe has long
been supporters of the wolf cause.
They were the first managers of
the reintroduction process, and
while their role has been some-
what reduced, they will always
retain a voice in the affairs of the
wolves. The Nez Perce continue
a long-standing affiliation with
the wolves through their connec-
Wolves are once again a hot top-
ic of debate. On Sunday, March 7,a
rancher near Mackay legally killed
a wolf he claimed was harassing
his livestock. The new wolf man-
agement plan, which took effect
in February, allows ranchers to
shoot wolves that are "harassing"
livestock. The old management
plan only allowed such killings if
the wolves were caught preying
upon livestock.
The rancher claimed that the
wolves caused his herd to stam-
pede, trampling a calf to death on
Saturday, and he called officials
to inquire as to his legal rights.
On Sunday, the rancher was pre-
pared. One wolf was shot, while
the other escaped.
The other significant change to
the management plan concerns
the population numbers of large
DRESSPROFESSIC?",(
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tion with the Wolf Education and
Research Center'in Winchester.
The Wolf Education and
Research Center is home to the
remaining five members of the
Sawtooth Pack: Wolves of the
Nez Perce. WERC's founder is Jim
Dutcher, who created the docu-
mentary "Wolves at Our Door,"
based on the initial members
of the Sawtooth Pack. WERC is
a non-profit organization dedi-
cated to providing for those wolf
ambassadors, as well as educat-
ing the public regarding wolf be-
havior and other environmental
issues.
The center leases its land from
the Nez Perce Tribe and is com-
prised of a visitor center, perma-
nent housing for the biologist,
temporary housing for the in-
terns, a two acre enclosure, and a
20 acre enclosure.
Two nine foot fences surround
the enclosures, one inside of the
other to prevent escape. The sec-
ond fence Is designed as a fail-
safe. Should a wolf somehow
manage to escape the first fence,
the second is placed close enough
that the wolf cannot get a running
start at it to jump over. There has
only been one wolf escape in the
history ofWERC.
There are five remaining wolves
in the Sawtooth Pack: Amant
Piyip, Motoki, Motorno, and Ayet.
All five animals are magnificent
examples of the species. Four of
the five occupy the 20 acre enclo-
sure, while Amani occupies the
smaller two acre enclosure. Most
of these animals are older (nine
to 12years), lind all of the females
have received tubal ligations, so
they cannot breed. While this
prevents breeding, it in no way in-
terferes with the animal's natural
drives or behavior.
The staff at WERe consists of
two interns and a biologist. The
interns are responsible for the
care of the facility and the major-
ity of the public education, but
their interactions with the wolves
is limited. The biologist has the
most contact with the wolves, and
the pack is extremely comfortable
in his presence. He takes daily
walks inside the wolf enclosures.
Avisit to WERCdoes not neces-
sarily guarantee awolf encounter.
What transpires is left entirely up
to the wolves. A visitor might not
see the animals, but will maybe
hear them. Regardless of wheth-
er or not there is an encounter,
the information presented by the
staff makes this a valuable experi-
ence. Take a chance and visit the
Sawtooth Pack: Wolves of the Nez
Perce. It's a howling good time!
Important Information:
Http://www.wolfcenter.org
Hours of operation - Memorial
Day to Labor Day. Self guided
tours 9a.m. to 5p.rn., Cost is $5.00
adult, ages 6-13 $2.00, and under
6 is free. Guided tours are also
available; please call 24 hours in
advance for reservation. Guided
tours are $10.00and $3.00.
Phone numbers - (208) 743-
9554 or (208) 924-6960
Directions - FollowUS95 to the
Winchester exit. Cross Lapwai St.
to Camas and turn left. Follow
Camas to Forrest Rd. The visi-
tor center is approximately two
miles.
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Social welfare is just as
important as education
, I
I
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BY LUKE RLLEN MCMRNRMON
Columnist
Finding more money for state
colleges and universities may
be as easy as enforcing the laws
that are already on the books.
Currently, the largest growing
element of state budgets nation-
wide is that ofwelfare and benefit
services, with costs expected to
rise almost 10 percent this year
alone according to the General
Accounting Office. Many states,
like Idaho, have been struggling
to handle this ever-increasing
portion of their states finances.
Unfortunately, most other areas
of the states' respective budgets
are being held to minimal in-
creases to handle the increasing·
explosion of state benefit servic-
es.
To be fair, it needs to be under-
stood that education makes up
the largest budgetary item that
states must deal with. The gover-
nor's proposed budget for FY2006
might help shed some light on the
shape oftaxallotments. In Idaho,
for instance, the Department
of Education would maintain a
lion's share of the tax wealth, al-
locating a little over $1.39 billion
ofthe state budget.
So, what is the biggest tax item
to come after the Department of
Education's needs? Health and
Human Services, collectively
grabbing $483 million for its own
uses. This leaves a modest $648
million for the remaining needs
of the state. While proposed bud-
gets can change while working
through legislative branches of
government, it does make us re-
alize the almost epic battle that
haunts us. Do we fund our educa-
tion system or help the poor and
those in need?
To make the battle fair, we
must ensure that both sides are
taking adequate steps to control
the costs associated with their
departments.
Idaho's Department of
Education has been well aware of
this for quite a few years. Despite
~ , BUSiNESS
BY ZACHUHLMANN
Columnist
We've all seen them and love
them. The anti-tobacco commer-
cials made by Truth. They edu-
cate the public about the detri-
ments of using tobacco through
their extremely powerful tele-
vision commercials. With this
being said, I hate their ads. The
commercials are simply creepy
(especially the one with the ven-
triloquist).
I can't stand the way in which
they demonize the tobacco in-
dustry and turn them into a light-
ing rod attracting hatred. Last I
checked, the Marlboro Company
C.E.O.wasn't gripping a cane and
toting an oxygen tank on wheels
through the Afghani countryside
plotting on ways to fly airplanes
into American buildings. That
was Osama. So why does the
Truth non-profit group want to
make cigarette corporations ap-
pear as evil as him. Everybody
knows corporations are evil,
and we all know cigarettes cause
cancer. Does the combination
of these two evils necessarily
mean that anyone involved with
the tobacco corporation is evil
squared?
The Truth commercials have
the tendency to manifest maca-
bre and negative human emo-
tions. Their most recent commer-
cial, which can be seen on MTV,
shows a board room meeting of
some generic cigarette company.
It's a bunch of corporate white
guys sitting around a table in a tall
building with a view overlooking
TRAFFiCTicKeTS't Go DOWN me
HALL To'1He IOCoMMANDMeNrS
MONOMeNT(LUTHeRAN veRSiON)
TiLL YoU ReACH 'THe l<oRAN DiSPLA'f.
TAKe A leFT AND CoNTiNue PAST
lHe BUDDHiST SHRiNe UNTil YoU
see "THe10 c:o/hMANDMENTS
MONuMeNT(,J"ewiSH'leRSiON) •.
Go RiGHT ATme Az.TeC SACRi-
FiCiAL Al.TAR AND oN'WiHe .
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/'" nte DRUiD STONeHeNGe RePLiCA
AND 'n-le 10 COMMANDMeNTS
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a constitutional provision de-
manding that schools be proper-
ly funded, many students in both
rural and urban districts in the
state attend classes in buildings
built at the turn of the century.
"Cole school of the Boise School
District was built starting in the
1880s" and was ready for "occu-
pancy" in 1903, touts the Boise
School District Web site. Many
schools in the Idaho educational
system need critical repairs, and
the costs associated with them
rises each year the projects are
delayed.
Last year, teachers and edu-
cators in Idaho received a 2 per-
cent raise, slightly below the cost
of living increases in the state
, and slightly below their pro-
jected salary increases the year
before. Additionally, many aca-
demic departments across all
Idaho universities are capping
enrollment in high-demand de-
gree fields. Boise State's Nursing
program has turned down sev-
eral more people than it has been
able to take in, despite numerous
warnings from several watch-
dog groups of a pending nurs-
ing shortage coming in the very
near future. Critical repairs, pro-
grams, and personal issues are
being pushed aside in an effort to
maintain a high standard of state
run education, and yet the prob-
lem continues.
While taking up a significantly
smaller portion of the state bud-
get, a solution to the educational
dilemma may lie in putting more
oversight into Medicare.
The GAO released a report
Monday, March 7, citing that de-
spite a federal law requiring drug
companies to offer significant
price discounts to low income
Medicaid recipients, there was
very little being done to enforce
. such rules. Determining the ac-
tual amount being overcharged
"inconclusive," the report argues
that, "in the case of one manu-
facturer, congressional auditors
found that proper accounting
would have increased savings to
Medicaid by 16percent."
, Assuming the same holds true
for all drug companies, which
by itself is not a reliable indica-
tor, Idaho could save about $35
million a year in its contribu-
tion to Medicaid. The issue is not
new. Last year at the National
Governors' Association annu-
al banquet, Gov. Kempthorne
called on the federal govern-
ment to offer more assistance to
states struggling with increasing
health care costs associated with
Medicare.
By providing oversight of
Medicare, the federal govern-
ment can help reduce the welfare
burden on state governments
struggling to adequately fund 1=====================================
programs and services that are
becoming increasingly strained.
In Idaho, even if the overcharge
savings were minimal, the addi-
tional millions of dollars to the
state budget could open up more
discussions about providing ad-
ditiona~ revenues to the cash-
strapped school system.
By enforcing a law already on
the books, taxpayers can be as-
sured that the drug companies
are not using fraudulent market
schemes to artificially generate
revenue that could be destined
for other taxpayer supported
programs. Additionally, we must
also ensure that as the cost of
prescription drugs and health
services continue to rise, state
.run health programs don't take
on larger priorities than some-
thing as essential as public edu-
cation. Given the current cost
increases associated with the
world of health care, it is a very
real concern that public welfare
costs associated with Medicare
could outpace the growth of.
other departments in the state.
In its quest to secure more funds
and promote the highest quality
product it can provide, the Idaho
Department of Education would
be wise. to support increased
federal oversight of welfare pro-
grams such as Medicaid.
Feminists can be Christians as well
BY LISA MCCLAIN
Guest Opinion
In a letter to the editor enti-
tled "Christian Point of View on
Steinem," Mat Turcato asserted
that feminism is weakening men.
Steinem claims that by loosening
claustrophobic gender roles, femi-
nism has benefited men by allow-
ing them to openly exhibit traits
that used to be defined as strictly
feminine: traits such as compas-
sion, open communication, and
loving intimacy. Turcato argues
this is the problem with femi-
nism. Feminism diminishes men
by "Iead(ing) them away from
their natural position of leader-
ship." He makes such a claim af-
ter viewing the video "The Quest
for Authentic Manhood," which
teaches masculinity from a .
Biblical perspective, as modeled
by Christ.
I could respond to Turcato by
defending feminism and Steinern,
but that would be, well...predict-
able. Those who hold a feminist
perspective are already con-
vinced of the merits of Steinem's
argument. So, instead, I will de-
fend Christ.
First, I believe Turcato has good
intentions. He wants to "educate
others on some of the ideas I have
learned myself in the past few
weeks." In that vein.I, too, am mo-
tivated to share some of the ideas
I have learned inthe past twenty
years. I am a feminist, a Christian, .
and a scholar specializing in the
history of Christianity.
Christianity and feminism are
not antithetical. Turcato pres-
ents his opinion as if were that
of the majority of Christians. Not
so! The majority of mainstream
Christians-both women and men-
do not view feminism as threat-
ening to the Christian faith. Yet
mainstream Christianity never :
seems to get the good press cov-
erage, does it? Only viewpoints
radical enough to provoke anger
. and polarize the public make the
news.
And while I applaud Thrcato's
ambition to model the masculin-
ity exemplified by Christ, I ques-
tion whether this video accurate-
ly represents Christ's model. Even
non-Christians generally recog-
nize Christ as an inspirational
leader. In the gospels, Christ's
charisma clearly stems from his
compassion, empathy, .and abil-
ity to communicate intimately:
in short, from love. All qualities,
interestingly, that are typically
labeled and often denigrated as
feminine, and which Turcato be-
lieves are robbing men of their
natural leadership abilities.
Furthermore, Christ never led
at the expense of others, such
as women or any marginalized
group. Christ never exercised
a males-only policy in training
his companions to lead. He was
not threatened by female leader-
ship, and in fact encouraged it.
The apostle Paul, too, praised.the
women preachers and deacons
with whom he worked. It is only
when scriptures are taken out
TheArbiter
1910 Umuerslty Drive
.of context or incompletely read
that there is an illusion that men
alone are the "natural leaders."
Centuries of man-made theology,
sexism, and bigotry tacked on to
biblical teaching accomplished
this, which says more about hu-
manity and society than it does
about Christ's teachings ..
The traits of a good leader, one
whom people would follow after
two millennia (such as Christ) or
over the course of a lifetime (like
Steineml, traits such as compas-
sion, empathy, kindness, lov-
ingness, and an ability to com-
municate ideas that resonate
deeply with others, are not male
or female traits. They are human
traits. They are genderless, the
point which Steinem made. Being
exposed to new ideas is exciting.
But accepting information un-
questioningly, particularly in a
religious forum, can be danger-
ous. Yes, such ideas are present-
ed persuasively and tied up in
a professional looking package.
(Robert Lewis, the creator of the
video, is, after all, trying to sell
his product.) But that does not
mean they are true to the scrip-
tural principles upon which they
are supposed to be based. And be-
fore anyone suggests my hubris in
questioning religious traditions
or authority, need I point out that
Christ did nothing BUT question
religious traditions and authority.
If the aim is to follow in Christ's
footsteps, then question.
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Truth anti-tobacco commercials
give tobacco corporations and
tobacco a raw deal
Ask Captain RlbMan
BY CAPTRIN AIBMAN
lake John Sprangelme~er end Rich
Dauls]
a sprawling city, discussing which
demographic they should target
next. It's a savage conversation
about who they should target and
how. They discuss making an
eight pack of cigarettes because
black people can't afford the nor-
mal 20 pack. They talk about en-
ticing the "Hipster crowd" to gen-
erate more profit.
This commercial is probably
an accurate depiction of a typical
corporate tobacco meeting, but
that shouldn't be as disturbing
of a revelation as the commer-
cial makes the viewer feel. Every
company has the same type of
meetings where they discuss
possible consumers. Old Navy,
Gatorade, and Nike arc guilty of
the same shallow marketing tac-
tics as tobacco companies, The
product they offer consumers
is an important product and an
American necessity.
Tobacco is a relaxing commod-
ity that happens to have negative
side effects. The tobacco plant
didn't sprout from the earth for
its nutritional value or its inher-
ent beauty .. .it is here for people
to grow, harvestdry, shred, and
then burn with a Bic lighter and
inhale.' It was 'grown for those
who enjoy the' buzz from time to
time. Nicotine was pre-ordained
for the lunch break smoke ses-
sion; for bars and for parties;
lawyers, cops and constructions
workers; Euro Trash and White
Trash; it's here for you and me.
As long as people keep demand-
ing it, tobacco companies will
keep supplying it. Whether your
flavor is a can of Skoal, a pack of
more than nice things. Oh, think
ofmaggot-pool! If anything needs
a saint assigned to it, I think that
maggot-poe would be at the top of
the list. There are patron saints of
weary travelers, cabbage pickers
and shipbuilders. Forgive me for
thinking maggot-poe needs one
more desperately.
Good Luck!
-Captain RibMan
Dear Captain RlbMan,
If you came to my door and
asked me to marry you, Iwould.
-Stepli
Dear Steph,
I fell for the same trick once! A
man came to my door last sum-
Camel Filters, or Swisher Sweets
Wood-tips, the point is that to-
bacco isn't as bad as Truth makes
it out to be ..
Now let's briefly discuss the
truth behind Truth. They are
right about the rigid fact that
this addictive plant can very eas-
ily cause cancer. Tobacco prod-
ucts all have many carcinogens
(cancer causing agents) and can
lead to life-threatening diseas-
es of all sorts. On their website
they claim that "Tobacco com-
panies make a product that kills
1,200 people everyday." This is
an irrefutable fact. The United
States Department of Health
and Human Services states that
"Tobacco use remains the lead-
ing preventable cause of death
and disease in the United States
and continues to pose a formida-
ble challenge to the public health
community" (This came from a
meeting with the United States
Surgeon. General at, Howard
University in Washington D.C.).
Based on these nasty facts I
heartily commend Truth's mis-
sion, but I absolutely hate the
amount. of hatred their adver-
tisements dispense. Truth makes
provocative; commercials, but
their creeptactlcs are too extreme
for my liking. It's not as if people
who smoke can't use common
sense and instinct to predict that
cigarette smoke burning their
throats is probably bad for their
longevity. There is no reason for
them to need somebody sending
shivers down their spine.
Thanks for your time, but I got-
ta go outside and have a smoke.
mer claiming to be selling maga-
zine subscriptions. Next thing I
knew, I ended up in Vegas with a
hangover, a husband and several
magazines that I didn't particu-
larly want. I knew he was a good
man; it wasn't his fault. We even-
tually amicably broke up, and
luckily, we didn't have any kids
to fight over. I still read my issues
of Family Circle and OMNI and
think of him.
Good luck!
-Captain RibMan
John Sprengelmeyer and Rich
Davis are the creators of the ar-
chived comic strip, "Captain
RibMan" and the humorous advice
column 'ltsk Captain RibMan."
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Dear Captain RlbMan,
Is your mom proud of you? And
do you keep i~ touch with her?
Does she ever send you cookies?
-Laura tile college[resliman
Dear Laura,
Do I ever proudly touch my
mom's cookies? Forgive me
for finding that question of-
fensive. My mother is a saint!
Coincidentally, she is the saint
of baked goods. Why aren't there
saints of gross things like mag-
gots or poo? To me, it seems like
these things are in need of saints
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Local spots auallable to accom-
plish a St. Patrick's Daymission
_Where'sthe
haps In the next ten or so daus ...
BY KYLE GORHR'"
Managing Editor
ounces and $13.50 for a 60-ounce
pitcher. Ha' Penny also has a vari-
ety of tasty Irish cuisine, includ-
ing corned beef and cabbage and
shepherd's pie.
For St. Patrick's Day, Ha' Penny
will pull out the bagpipes and
lay down the best hits from the
TODAY [3/11]
Emerald
Isle. The bagpipes, booze, and
food should be enough to stir the
Irish blood in you. For theout-of-
town NCAA fans, Ha' Penny will
also run a free shuttle between
the pub and the tournament dur-
ing Patty's Day.
Ha' Penny is a little spendy,
definitely trendy, but it may be
your best bet for an authentic St.
Patty's Day if you have enough
gold in your pot.
I rate Ha' Penny Bridge at four
punches to the face out of five.
Dublin Up Irlsh Pub (86
Chapter Eleven Street)
Well kick me in the blarney
stones, this place doesn't exist
anymore. Damn that mischie-
vous leprechaun who told me to
corne here. Bankruptcy is
not very Irish - sorry
folks, The Dublin Up
is tits up.
QuInn's
ebrate by offering happy hour all
day long and homemade corn beef
and cabbage for $8.25. Cocktails,
beer, and wine are available, and
Quinn's will strike up the bag-
pipes for some traditional Irish
tunes that would make St. Patty
himself hit the dance floor.
Quinn's will also serve food
until 3 a.m. - so scrap that late
night trip to McDonald's, because
Shamrock Shakes are not Irish.
The lack of Irish tap beers and
closet -like bathrooms are two
downfalls of Quinn's, though no
cover charges and $2 green beers
make this place a good choice for
a downtown alternative. Quinn's
falls short of being a full-blown
Irish pub, but it makes up for it by
throwing one hell of a St. Patty's
Day party that's easy on the pock-
etbook.
I rate QUinn's Restaurant and
Lounge at four punches to the
face out of five.
McCleary's Pub (9155 W. State
Street)
Along with a bar patron ticked
off about someone spraying grav-
el all over his truck, McCleary's
boasts free corned beef On Patty's
Day. The pub is more of a roadside
bar than anything else, but the
name sounds Irish (or Scottish?)
and the beer is cheap. There will
be no bagpipes here, but they have
Van Morrison on the jukebox and
MacTarnahan's on tap for $1.50.
The place is really small, and the
man behind the bar assured me
It will be packed full of people on
Patty's Day. But hey, free corned
beef!
The lack of cocktails makes
this trip a tough one to take, but
if you're out on West State Street,
drop in for a plate of steaming
corned beef - just don't peel out
in the gravel.
I rate McCleary's Pub at two
punches to theface out offive.
May the luck of the Irish be with
you!
Ah yes, it's St. Patty's Day again,
which means it's time to lay it on
like a leprechaun. It's the only hol-
iday that you're allowed to punch
someone in the face and then kiss
them all in the name of tradition.
But why should you celebrate
an Irish tradition at some down-
town bar that changes its theme
with every holiday? Like some
schizophrenic doppelganger,
these bars go from Bourbon Street
to the Blarney Stone with no re-
gard for taste or tradition. Don't
be fooled. It will still be the same
experience you had last weekend,
only with green paper four-leaf
clovers hanging from the ceiling.
Embrace your Irish blood and go
to the places that live the theme
all year long - the more authentic,
the better. Don't know where to
go? In an effort to save you from
yourselves, I scouted out some
Irish pubs (well, at least their
names arc Irish) so you don't have
to.
Ha' Penny Bridge (800W.ldaho
Street)
Trendsters please apply. This
place looks like an Irish pub, acts
like an Irish pub, but under the
trendy facade, lies a franchise
dressed in Irish drab. Ha' Penny
is like that kid in high school that
dresses like a punk; but listens to
pop music (that's me). The look
is there, but it lacks that certain
old-world charm - however, it
does make a valiant effort. As
the luck of the Irish would have
it, Ha' Penny is as close to an au-
thentic Irish pub as you will find
in Boise.
With cocktails, beer, and wine,
the pub also boasts an impres-
sive selection of Irish whisky and
scotch, .ranging from $4.75 - $16
a pop. If you're into Dublin's fin-
est brews, Guinness and Harp
Lager are on tap at $4.75 for 20
5 - 7 p.m. in the Student UnionBuilding
Coffee House Concert Series featuring Paradigm. The Sacramento-
based band takes to the Brava Stage with their melodic, alternative
rock, gripping vocal style and inspiring lyrics. Free admission.
FRIDAY [3/18]
8 p.m. in The Morrison Center
"The Full Monty." Cost: Scale 1: $46, Scale 2: $38.50, Scale 3: $25
(Student, staff, and faculty discounts of up to $15 off are available at
the Morrison Center.) For more information, call 426- 1110.
8 p.m. at The Big Easy
Bone Thugs-n-Harmony and Techn9ne in concert. Tickets are $25.
SRTURDAY (3/19]
2 p.m. & 8 p.m ..in The Morrison Center
"The Full Monty." Cost: Scale 1: $46, Scale 2: $38.50, Scale 3: $25
(Student, staff, and faculty discounts of up to $15 off are available at
the Morrison Center.) For more information, call 426-1110.
TUESDAY [3/22]
7:30 p.m. at The Big Easy
Authority Zero, Living in Question, and Switch Hitter in concert.
Tickets arc $10 online, $12 at the door.
FRIDAY [3/25]
9 p.m. at The Big Easy
Big Head Todd & the Monsters and Carbon Leaf in concert.
7 p.m, at The Venue
Vehemence, Thine Eyes Bleed, Cry Havoc, and Recipe For Disaster
in concert. Tickets are $8 at the door and also available through
TicketWeb.
SATURDAY [3/26]
6 - 11 p.m. in.the SUB Jordan Ballroom
African Night. Take part in a cultural celebration including dinner,
dancing, and other entertainment. Tickets will be available through
Select-A-Seat. For more information, contact the Boise State
University Cultural Center at 426-5950.
BY TRAUIS ESTUOLD
Cultura Columnist
Today, if you didn't know, is St.
Patrick's Day. Yes, the one day of
the year set aside to commemo-
rate the drinking of green beer,
the pinching of members of the
opposite sex, and vomiting in the
street.
Now, there are other days of
the year devoted to the prolifera-
tion of inebriation (Mardi Gras,
Independence Day, Canada's
Boxing Day, etc.), but none so
hopelessly devoted to one color.
It is said that the color green, rep-
resenting the Irish, comes from
the rolling hills of the same color
that are so prevalent on their isle.
Me, I think it's because green is
the color of money - which is ex-
actlywhat you will be shellingout
with reckless disregard once your
third emerald-colored brewski
has been swilled - and likely the
color of your face when you wake
up tomorrow.
The shamrocks associated with
the holiday serve as a reminder of
the fields in which the original cel-
ebrators woke up in the morning
after the holiday was celebrated.
If the festivity rules were rewrit-
ten today, the shamrock would
instead be a chunk of asphalt.
Luckily, for marketers' sakes, this
isn't the case, because from what I
hear, it's harder to sell shirts with
chunks of rocks on them than
those with four-leaf clovers.
~ Leprechauns emerged in the
legend of this special day as a
means to show that Irish are
equal.opportunity drink.ing bud-
dies. They don't care how tall you
are, as long as you chug.
It is said that St. Patrick, who
died in the year 461, earned
his fame by ridding Ireland of
all Its snakes. I'm not sure why
the snakes were so bad, or what
.;they-dld:tuhe ·~"ictee~Lest-Lhad
heard,snakesvveregood,because
they keep mice and 01her rodents .
PHaro COURTESY OF WALlY'S WORLD OF ENTEIITAINMEtlT
Series wraps up tonight with Paradigm
away from crops. But either way,
Pat drove them out in historic
fashion. Here is the part where
I become a little fuzzy. Wasn't it
the Pied Piper who drove the rats
out of his village? And if so, how
come he isn't a saint? I suppose
Saint Piper doesn't have the same
ring to it. Perhaps it was because
the Pied Piper was some sort of
nickname, and they couldn't very
well induct someone with only a
nickname into the Hall of Saints.
Otherwise, there'd be a Saint Big
Daddy or Saint Hotlips.
And what of the Blarney Stone?
Merriam-Webster's Online de-
fines blarney as "skiIiful flattery."
With all the sincerity I can muster,
I'd like to say that the individual
who convinced the first person to
kiss an Irish rock in hopes of be-
coming a more flattering speaker,
must indeed be, full of blarney.
Early 14th century Irish writer
Francis Sylvester Mahony com-
posed these lines of poetry about
the famous oft-smooched rock
wall:
There is a stone there,
That whoever kisses,
Oh, he never misses
To grow eloquent.
'Tis he may clamber
To a lady's chamber,
Or become a member
Of Parliament.
He was obviously intoxicated.
So, anyway, whether in trib-
ute to being drunk or simply be-
cause schoolwork has fried all of
my higher brain functions, any
points I was trying to make in this
column have become sullied. But
that's okay. Green beer awaits me
this evening, and should I man-
age to get a hold of as much of it as
I anticipate, slurred speech and a
face-down trip to the clover patch
does, too. .
In summary, say what you will
about St. Patrick, He knew how to
,th:cw oneheck of a party,
BY TRAUIS 'ESTUOLjl
Cultura Editor
and mentions that female vocal-
ist Shannon Curtis provides a
nice dynamic for the band, be-
cause most other bands that trip
through Boise have male leads.
Tonight's show is expected to
be louder than most CoffeeHouse
Concerts. Because of sound re-
qu irernents, Student Activities
isn't allowed to book bands, only
solo artists, to play in the SUB, ex-
cept for at the beginning and end
of the series.
According to their publicists,
Paradigm's sound draws com-
parisons to Sarah Mclachlan,
Counting Crows, U2, and
ColdPlay. In my estimation, their
music slides somewhere in the
neighborhood oflight alternative.
the softer kind that doesn't make
you want to hit things.
Lastweek, darlingNorthDakota
college ...student Jessie ..Veeder
piayed in the SUB. To,'make the
/
/
,/
./
Restaurant and
Lounge (l005 S. Vista
Avenue.)
Just a slide down the rain-
bow from the Boise State cam-
pus on Vista Avenue Is Quinn's
Restaurant and Lounge. The exte-
rior of the place is lackluster, but
inside awaits a jackpot of cheap
booze, a reasonable menu, and
the comfort of an Irish-therned
bar. And it's probably the cleanest
joint I have ever been to.
St. Patrick's Day at Quinn's of-
fers plenty for the lads and lassies
to do a jig over. Quinn's will eel-
PHaro BY MICHAEL 1imMPSON I THE ARBITER
Paradigm (leitlllerlorms in the Student Union BUilding tonight.
Jessie Veeder {above] Visited Boise State last Thursdav.
long drive, she hitched a ride with when he heard the Presley tune
her father, who looked on proudly and said, "I've never heard her do
from the small crowd throughout an Elvis song before. That's cool."
her set. "He's the one who taught Veeder finishes college this se-
me. He's my major influence," the mester and hopes in the coming
younger Veeder said of her dad years to be "keeping music in my
after her show. Additionally, he life, hopefully doing it for a liv-
credits the remote, which sounds ing," just as long as she is "in a
a lotlike "remoot" when he says it place in my musical career that
with' a slight North Dakotan ac- I'm comfortable with."
cent, location of the Badlands in Judging by how comfortable
which she grew up for the devel- Jessie Veeder is with being on
opment of Jessie's unique sound. 'stage andtnteractmgwith her au-
"Isolation helped develop her mu- diences, big things can be expect-
sical stylings," he said. ed from this small-town girl.
The 21-year-old singer/song- Come out tonight, please. and
writer released her first album support the final show in the
when she was 16, and her next CoffeeHouse Concert Series.
release is due out in the coming Student Activities works hard
weeks. to set up events to keep the stu-
_ During the show, Veeder played dent population entertained.
some' amazing original acoustic Attending a free St. Patrick's Day
material, and a few covers by the musical set is a great way to say
likes of Lyle Lovett, John Denver, .. thanks ~ndgive tliemJee<iback .:
and even Eivis.· Her fathersmiied-fumextyear;" ,.r;... "'':''' ...":~.:7-~;'~--~''''
Here it is, ladies and gentlemen
of Boise State University. Tonight
is the final night of this year's
CoffeeHouse Concert Series.
Student Activities Program
Coordinator Kristen Salo said,
"It's gonna be a good concert to
k.ick off spring break." Today is St,
Patrick's Day, so here's what I rec-
ommend:
- Come down to the Brava Stage
in the Student Union Building,
catch some free music from 5 to
7 p.m. then head out to do what-
ever hedonistic things you were
going to do elsewhere.
'Sacramento-based Paradigm
returns. to campus after having
played gigs in downtown Boise at
Orainey'sIn July and October of
last year. Salo describes the band'j ~:ai:~~~J~rt:~~e~t::~
_M~·~A~A~11~2~O~O~.5~ --:..-:. ------------
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Submit yours!
BY TIlRIIIS ESTUOLO
culture Editor
,
Here. again. we see student
work published. in The Arbiter. ~
If you have or know of any work
you feel is appropriate to get ,
published, please send it to .
diversions@arbiteronline.com.
Professors, that means you too! If
your students turn in something
outstanding. send their work our
way. I'd love to see as much stu-
dent body participation as pos-
sible in this paper. Thank you.
Comics by Brandon Follett
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heese.lI.
" delicious mealis, leliliuce,
ipickles, nornabo and chips.
For More information contact:
TSGT. Krlsttne Witte
422-5597 or (800) 621-3909 .
'f. .Over 30 satiisfying
;sandwiches and salads
:for lunch, dinner, picnics
, and partiies.
Voted b
-noises nest" .00 .......~.
, 345-0990
1030 Broadway ncar BSU
~
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• State Tuition Assistance * Cash Bonuses
* Student Loan Repayment Program
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Kasablan noades Britain ,
America next
BY JOSEF FIRMRGE
Culture Writer
"British music needs a kick
up the arse, and Britain needs a
new band to breathe life into the
British people again. No one's do-
ing it- at the minute. Music feels
like it's in the afterlife right now.
We don't want people to give up
on it. The serpent's going to rise
from the sea and scare all the
pirates away! We're a wake-up
call to ... music. Big time. We've
caught it, we've caught the mo-
ment" - Kasabian.
Kasabian has rocked England.
And now. they set out to rock
America, Can they do it? Arethey
that good? Well, they've already
done it in the infamous Bowery
Ballroom in New York City. Is the
rest of America ready?
"The album at times sounds
like a movie soundtrack, at times,
an illegal rave waiting to be
stopped by the police, Kasabian
is the most exciting debut record
of the year. Wake up British rock
and roll- Kasabian have arrived"
-The Sun.
"Rip roaring indie disco .... An
infectious collection of stompers,
reminiscent of the sorely missed
Verve and Primal Scream, ... a su-
per sonic debut" - Heat.
"Kasabian should do for in-
die dance what B.A. Baracus did
for gold chains. ... The last time
people made tunes like this, The
Stone Roses were refusing to go
to Wogan, and Shaun Ryder's face
didn't look like it was molded out
of wet lard" - MIXIMAG.
"If Tyler Durden could have
made music instead of soap, per-
haps this is what it would have
sounded like" - Joe Firmage.
Read part of "The Kasabian
Manifesto" for yourself:
"To bring about a change, you
need to change yourself first. We
believe in personal revolution ....
The Kasabian Movement's guid-
ing aim is to change the indi-
vidual. ... The Kasabian move-
ment is you, the fifth member of
Kasabian. ... Do not follow the
movement slavishly but develop
it for yourself .... It's not about .
New York or wanky Hoxton .
Your life, your time. Use it. Live
your desires .... We live music."
Kasabian is a group of arro-
gant, brash, pirates, trying to run
Britain's music scene, and they
want to be as prolific as the Stones
and Zeppelin here in America.
They're coming, so tell the King
to kiss off, lock your doors, hurl
rocks, and wait. Soon you just
may be cleaning their wounds
and singing their songs,
The fear may be with you in final 'StarWars' sequel
BY CORKY SIEMRSZKO
New York Dellv News
After plying- the heavens in
episodes one and two, Anakin
Skywalker is heading to hell
in "Star Wars Episode III: The
Revenge of the Sith.'
And Skywalker's descent into
the Dark Sideis so deep and dis-
turbing, the final "Star Wars" in-
stallmentmighr get a PG-13 rating
I;{1~""",.;;:.; ....~i for the first time since the series
blasted off into space nearly 30
years ago, says director George
Lucas.
"I don't think I would take a five
or six-year-old to this," he told "60
Minutes" Sunday. "It's way too
strong."
Skywalker'sIlLlJ5TRATIIJN COURTESY Of Kili transformation
from cute good guy into the evil
Darth Vader features a scene that
could scare the bejesus out of lit-
tle kids, says Lucas.
Landing on a volcano-ridden
planet called Mustafar, Skywalker
makes "a pact with the devil," he
says. "The lava at the end, ... it
ends in hell."
.The film, which opens in May,
"is much more dark .., more emo-
tional," Lucas says. "It's much
more of a tragedy."
As for the critics who panned
episodes one and two, they too
can go to hell, "I'm very pleased
with the whole thing," Lucas
says.
Skywalker's dance with the
devil probably won't turn off
loyal "Star Wars" fans, said Bob
Thompson, a Syracuse University
'professor and pop culture expert.
"The accepted wisdom is that
you don't mess with the fran-
chise," Thompson said. "But so
much of the fan base is people
who saw the first episode 30 years
ago, and they are old enough and
mature enough now for some-
thing darker,"
Also, children today are harder
to scare, he said.
"There is a trend toward em-
bracing darkness in children's lit-
erature and movies," Thompson
said. "In 'Harry Potter' and
'Lemony Snicker,' people are poi-
soned by snakes, eaten by leech-
es, and sucked into the vortex of
darkness."
IDAHO
downtuwn boilt
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Groups al three or
moit will get discounts
on piercings (nor
including sale items;,
All New Moon piercings indude
the jewelry and aftercare package with
instructions. We stand by our piercings,
and offer free follow up service.
We have designs for the new
tattoo, and we can create
from pictures you bring In.
New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforating the Populous of Idaho"
Perfect Look Locations
5425 C!linden Blvd (Glenwood) • (208) 322-7054
3527 Federal Way (Baise) • (208) 429-6560
12175, Broadway Ave (Boise) • (208) 338-7888
620 Hwy 16 (Emmett). (208) 398-8510
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Regular Prices: Adults $11 ,00,
Children (Through age 10) $9.50, Senior CItizens (From 11ge 62) $10'.00
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Double dose ofWillis:
Actor could pull off being in two new hits
BY ROBERT W. BUTLER
Knight Ridder Newspepers
It sometimes seems that Bruce
Willis has always been with us.
At least he seems always to have a
movie playing in theaters.
But it's been a while (1999's
"Sixth Sense," to be exact) since
he's appeared in a movie that en-
joyed both unreserved thumbs-up
from the critics and widespread
popularit y at the box office.
This spring, Willis could pull off
that coup with two movies.
His self-produced action-thrill-
er, "Hostage," opens Friday. This
nail-biter casts Willis as a former
big-city hostage negotiator - now
a suburban police chief - who
must scramble to save a family
whose home has been invaded by
young thugs, Meanwhile, his own
family has been kidnapped by
shadowy bad guys who want to
ensure a certain outcome to the
home-invasion incident.
And April I, Willis will appear
in "Sin City:' a noir thriller that
attempts to duplicate, frame for
frame, the Frank Miller graphic
novels on which it is based,
Speaking by telephone from
Los Angeles, Willis said that vir-
tually no movie 'star can afford to
sit back and wait for producers to
approach them with plum roles.
Actors who want to keep working
must be proactive, creating their
own production companies and
developing projects in which to
appear.
"Right now, I own the rights to
a handful of books that I think
could make good movies. I've got
thrillers like 'The Protector' and
'Black Water Transit: but I've also
got some factual stuff like 'King
Cohn' (based on the life of much-
hated Hollywood producer Harry
Cohn).
"In the case of 'Hostage' I read
the novel and checked on the
rights the following day. They
were available, and we snapped
them up. Three and a half years
later, the movie's coming out."
Willis, who turns 50 this week-
end, said he pays more attention
to the kinds of movies he makes
than he did just a few years ago.
For "Hostage," he not only hired
the writers and directors, but he
also made sure he was on the set
every day ::-even when he wasn't
required for a scene.
"I'm the producer. This is' my
baby," he said. "So I was hus-
banding this project all the way
through.
"And you know what's been re-
ally gratifying about 'Hostage?'
We've been getting an unexpect-
edly strong reaction from women.
I wouldn't define this as an action
film - it's really more of a thriller
_ but still it's great that women are
enjoying it, and I attribute it to the
fact that it's essentially a movie
about family.
"Actually three families. There's
my character's family, which has
been placed in jeopardy. There's
the family inside the house. And
then there's the broken family of
the three young men who set ev-
erything in motion by invading
the house.
"And on top of that, my char-
acter has a painful vulnerability
from having failed to negotiate
a hostage release years before.
We're used to seeing movie heroes
so confident that you know they'll
win in the end, but here I get to
play a guy who looks like he'll
never overcome the obstacles fac-
inghim."
Then there's the much-an-
ticipated "Sin City." Willis said
he was approached by director
Robert Rodriguez, who lured the
actor with a three-minute long
DVD that suggested the radical
visual style Rodriguez wanted to
employ.
"I only had to watch the first
minute before telling him I was
in," Willis said. "Honestly it's been
a long time since I've been this ex-
cited about a project."
The cast members - among
them Clive Owen, Jessica Alba,
Benicia Del Toro, Elijah Wood,
Josh Hartnett, Michael Madsen,
Rosario Dawson, and Mickey
Rourke - performed against green
screens. Their surroundings are
generated on computers.
"When you see this dazzling
film, yOll will be blown away,"
Willis promised. "In fact, you'll go
back and see it a couple of more
times just to catch it all. It was
made with brand-new technology
that allowed us to work incredibly
fast. The 10 days I worked on the
movie were the equivalent of five
weeks on a traditional film."
Rodriguez and Miller co-di-
rected,
"After every take I'd turn to
Robert first to see if we got the
take. Then I'd turn to Frank to
make sure the performance was
true to his vision.
"It's a stretch, acting without a
set around you. You're working
a different set of acting muscles.
But Robert and Frank were there
to walk us through. And I truly
believe this is a movie that re-
writes the rules on how movies
are made."
Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the follOWing positions:
. 1. ASBSUElection Board - 2 openings
2. ASBSUFee Propilsal Committee - Several openings
3. ASBSUFinancial Manager
4. BSUBookstore Advisory Committee - 3 openings
5. BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee - , opening
6. BSUFood Services Ad.visory Committee - Several openinqs
7. BSUNon-discrimlnation & Affirmative ActiQJ1Committee -, opening
8. BSU!,arklng Citations Appeals Review Board -, opening
9. BSUpublications Board - 5 openings
10. BSURecreation Center Board of Governors - 3 openings
, t. BSUStudent Union Board of Governors - 2 openings
12. BSUUniversity Accessibility Committee - Several openings
_ '3. Cultural Center Advisory Board -, opening
'4. Senator for College of Applied Technology
15. Senatorfor..co!lcgeof Health Sden(~s'6'- Senator for Graduate College
'7. Women's Center Advbory Center - , opening
For ",0"' Infom\lltlon, please con~ Personnel Recruitment Coo~lnalor Joyce W~rdat 426-1147.
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Men's tennis
Fri vs. Portland, 1p.m,
Fri vs. Yale, 5:30 p.m,
Sat vs, Yale, 10a.m,
Satvs, UNLV,1:30p.m.sors NCAATournamentPacific vs. Pittsburgh, 10:40a.m,
Washington vs. Montana, 1:10p.m,
Arizona vs. Utah State, 5:20 p.m,
LSUvs, UAB,7:50 p.m .
• all games in Taco BellArena
Women's tennis
Fri. @ Rice, Houston, TX.
Sat: @ Sam Houston State, Houston, TX.
Sun @ Cal State Northridge, Northridge, CA.
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The Big Dance in BD~Se
conclusion of the first game. Play will
then start up at 5:20 p.m. with Arizona
taking on Utah State. The final game
of the day, betweenLSU and Alabama-
Birmingham, will round out a full day
of basketball.
The winners of the morning ses-
sions will meet up on Saturday, and
the evening session winners wili play
Saturday night.
Following is a preview of each game
going on today. .
SIDE-
Todays games
-Pacific vs. pittsburgh,
10:40 a.m.
-Washington vs. Montana,
1:10p.m.
-Arizona vs. Utah State,
5:20p.m.
-LSUvs. Alabama-
Bi~mingham, 7:50 p.m.
Saturdays games
-Pacific-Pittsburgh winner
vs. Washington-Montana
winner, 1:20 p.m.
Winner advances to
Albuquerque, N.M.
-Arizona-Utah State
winner vs. LSU-UAB
winner, 3:50 p.m.
Winner advances to
Chicago.
The Arbiter Coverage
Check online immediately
following each game for a
full recap of all six games
this weekend.
Parking nightmare?
------------------
------------------
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor
The day has come for the NCAA
men's tournament. The Big Dance is
here, and so is all you need to know
, about the eight teams involved. Games
begin today at 10:40 a.rn. in Taco Bell
Arena with BigWest Conference regu-
lar season champion Pacific taking on
Pittsburgh from the Big East. Number
one seed Washington will then play
Montana 30 minutes following the
LSU[6]us. UAB [11]
The final game of the day will
be the lone game without a team
from the western U.S. SEC mem-
ber LSU is lead by one of the most
prolific starting lineups in the na-
tion. All five average in double fig-
ures, led by sophomore forward
Brandon Bass, who averages 17.5
points and 8.8 boards a game. UAB
- were the darlings of the tourna-
ment last season while advancing
to the Sweet Sixteen with a win
over Kentucky. This season they
are led by Donell Taylor, who aver-
ages 15.6points pr.r game. With the
amount of scoring LSU gets out of
their starting five, and the fact DAB
averages near 80 points per game,
this could. be one of the highest
scoring games in the first round.
Pacific [8] us. Pittsburgh [9]
'e'
----------------------:-..----- - .
Washington [1] us. Montana [16]
-------------------
This is supposed to be the biggest mis-
match of all the games this weekend, but
the buzz around the nation is that the
Grizzlies may have the best opportunity
of any of the 16 seeds to advance. Take
nothing away from Washington, though.
The Huskies are coming off a PAC 10
tournament championship victory over
Arizona to secure the first ever number
one seed in school history. Speedy Nate
Robinson led the Huskies to a No.8 rank-
ing in the AP poll, while averaging 16.7
points per game. Four players average
double digits for UW,and there are three
other players that could easily score big
for them on any given night.
Montana is led by Head Coach Larry
Krystkowiak, who local fans may re-
member coached the Idaho Stampede
last season. Krystkowiak led his alma
mater to the tournament championship
over Weber State in his first year coach-
ing. Kamarr Davis earned a Big Sky All-
Conference nod this season after averag-
ing 14.8ppg this season for the Grizzlies.
Montana may be playing its best ball of
the season, as they are currently on a six-
game winning streak.
Boise State is encouraging
faculty, staff, and students.
to use alternative
transportation where
available such as: free ride
on the city bus (with BSU
Id and sticker) carpool,
walk, bike, and any other
alternative method.
Employees that leave
campus for lunch in their
vehicle will have difficulty
finding a parking space
upon their return, and
traffic will be considerably
heavy.
General permits will be 1================================
allowed to park in the
parking structure after
10:00 a.m. for the rest
of the day as spaces are
available. Parking for BG
permit holders will be
maintained but is not
guaranteed.
West Stadium lot will be
closed to general permit
parking. All spaces have
been assigned to residents;
event staff-and media, arid
other events on ca!l1pus'l
. ,
The 8/ 9 matchup is usually supposed to
be the most evenly matched game in the
first round - and these two may just be that.
Pacific, which is located in Stockton, Calif.,
won the regular season title in the Big
West with a perfect 18-0 record. The Tigers
had won 20 straight games before losing
to Utah State in the BigWest tournament
championship game. Pacific is currently
ranked 22nd in the Associated Press Poll
and took home a slew of BigWest postsea-
son awards. Senior guard David Doubley
was named the conference player of the
year, and fellow seniors Christian Maraker
and Guilaume Yango were named to the
first-team. Head coach Bob Thomason was
named coach of the year.
Pittsburgh comes in with a 20-8 record,
while finishing fifth in the Big East this
season. Of the eight losses this season,
six of them came to teams in the tourna-
ment. This is the fourth straight year for
the Panthers in the Big Dance, and they
are one of justfive programs in the nation
to advance to the Sweet Sixteen each of the
past three seasons.
Senior Chevon Troutman leads the
Panthers with his 15.1points per game, and
All-BigEast first team selection.
Arizona [3] us. Utah!ii ;~
Someone IS listening to Lute
and has since been able to notice how
teamsnn the west coast are treated dif-
ferently.
"I definitely think there's an east
coast bias," Morrison said." I just think
that the media focuses on the east
coast. Our games aren't televised on
the east coast.
"Wehave a lot of recognition because
of our history, but for other teams, I
think it does make Ittougher,'
Morrison might have a point. Though
only four Pac-l0 teams deserved to be
considered for the tournament (fifth
place Oregon State was a-lOin· con-
ference play), six teams from the Big
East Conference received.tournament
bids, as did six froll1 the Big 12 and
five from the Big 10and Atlantlc Coast
Conference.
UCLAathletic director Dan Guerrero
said that administrators at all levels
are constantly working to make sure
things run smoothly.
"Lute has a lot to say about a lot of
things," Guerrero said. "Sometimes
you have to filter through a lot of what
Lute says. ,
"Our responsibility as administra-
tors is working with conference offi-
cers to make certainthat we put .our
conference in the moSfpositive light.
Given a lot of issues that come into
play, it's not always black and-white,
but I understand what he's saying.:We
talk about those things as well. If we
can't improve a bad situation, I'm sure
the conference will:
Quite possibly the best player
coming to Boise in the tournament
is playing in this game. Arizona
guard Salim Stoudamire is aver-
aging 18.4 points and shoots an
unbelievable 91 percent from the
free-throw line. Stoudamire is also
one of the best three-point shoot-
ers in the country. Led by Hall of
Fame Head Coach Lute Olsen, the
Wildcats won the PAC 10 regular
season title and arc ranked 911. in
the nation.
Utah State broke Pacific's 20-
game winning streak to earn an au-
tomatic berth into the tournament,
with, an impressive 65-52 win.
Spencer Nelson leads the Aggies ,
with 16.4points, 8.1 rebounds, and
an impressive 4.8 assists per game.
BY RL BRLDERRS
The Orenge Countv Register
gram.
"We'll try to get the Pony Express
going to get word out East.that we've
played well," Olson said after his
team reached the finals of the Pac-l0
Tournament on Friday.
Though his Wildcats ended up
losing to Washington in the Pac'10
Tournament, their regular season Pac-
10title was good enough for Arizona to
land a No.3 seed in the tournament.
Though the committee seemed to
accept the Pac-l0 as one of the better
conferences in the nation (Stanford
and UCLA'were also selected to the
tournament), the debate continues.'
UCLA senior guard Brian Morrison
played at the North-Carollna during
his freshman and. sophomore years
Arizona coach Lute Olson must carry
more weight than he realized.
For the past few weeks, Olson has
been talking about the Pac-l0 de-
serving more recognition. Now,
Washington, the conference tourna-
ment champion, got a No.1 seed in the
NCAATournament.
Olson has been critical about the
selection committee's choices in past
years, claiming that Pac-l0 teams in
general aren't getting the recognition
they deserve from the media or any-
one else'. He is known for referring to
ESPNbasketball analyst Dick Vitale as
"Dukie Vitale" because ofVitale's con-
stant praise. of Duke's. basketball pro-~ . -,>" •.
. -sp o.r-ts 19--
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[and you thought business
stats was a hard class]
BY MIKE ROCHE
Orticlel Brecketologlst
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Men's tennis back home
for three matches to
kick off spring break
BY RMBER FUllER
Sports Writer
The Boise State men's tennis team kick
off a spring break full of tennis at home this
weekend. The Broncos will host University of
Portland, Yale University, and the University
of Nevada-Las Vegas tomorrow, Saturday, and
Sunday.
Returning home from a long weekend of bat-
tling it out with the best teams in the nation,
the Broncos -are ready to turn up the heat at
the Appleton Tennis Center. In Alabama, the
Broncos went 1-2, beating 18th ranked Notre
Dame last Friday. This was not the first time
this season the Broncos faced off against a top
20 school, but it was the first time they defeat-
ed a top 20 school this season.The Broncos are
ranked 55th in the nation and are 15-6 overall.
Tomorrow, the Broncos will face off against
the Portland Pilots at 1:30 p.m. in the Appleton
Tennis Center. The number 75 Pilots are 10-
1 overall. Their last win was over Linfield
College. Prior to that win, the Pilots swept the
17th ranked Whitman College, 7-0. Portland is
led by senior Roman Borvanova, who is 15-7 in
singles play and 13-2 in doubles play.
Tomorrow night at 5:30 p.m., the Broncos
will take the court against the Bulldogs of Yale
University. The Bulldogs are 3-6 overall and
, are led by sophomore Brandon Wai who domi-
nates singles play. Wai's singles record is ,22-6.
Junior Milosz Gudzowski is another Bulldog
turning heads. His singles record is 11-9, and
his doubles record is 6-9.
Saturday, the Broncos will, challenge the
7lSl ranked UNLV Rebels to a rematch of the
Indoor Regional Mountain Championship
playoff. The Broncos won the entire tour-
nament, earning them a spot at the Indoor
National Championships in Chicago last
month. The Rebels were sent home after a 4-
o loss to the Broncos and now desire payback.
The Rebels are 9-3 on the season and recently
beat no. 10 Oklahoma State. Prior to their win
over Oklahoma, the Rebels defeated number
60 Ball State University. UNLV is led by junior
Joel Kielbowicz, who is ranked 91" in the na-
tion. Kielbowicz's singles record is 14-5, and
his doubles record is 10-5.
Head Coach Greg Patton is proud of the way
his team is pulling together and competing at
such a high level this season.
KATIE STREET NAMED
WAC WOMEN'S GOLFER
OF THE WEEK
COURTESY
B RONCOSP ORTS .COM
Boise State's Katie Street has bern selected as
the women's Western AthleticConference Golfer
of the Week for March 7-13.
Street, a sophomore from Federal Way, Wash.,
finished second at the Bobcat Desert Classic in
Goodyear, Ariz" hosted by Montana State. Street,
posted rounds of 72-72-76 (220) for a four-over
total. She helped the Bronco team set a school
record for '54 holes at 903. The previous record
was 904 set this pa~t October in Hawaii.
s
BOISE STATE'S SHIEtDS
NAMED WAC MEN'S TENNIS
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
COURTESY
BRONCOSPORTS.COM
"We are playing great teams toe
to toe," Patton said.
As for the match ups this week-
end, Patton is confident that his
guys can take on the challenge of
playing against these really good
teams.
The Broncos are led by freshman
Luke Shields, who is ranked 34th in
the nation. Shields' singles record
is 21-7, and his doubles record is
25-7. Shields' doubles teammate,
junior Thomas Schoeck, is 18-9 in
singles play and 26-7 in doubles.
Senior Matias ::Iil;·:!. and Ikaika
lobe are setting precedent as a
dominating doubles team. Silva is
17-5 in doubles, while Iobe is 18-
9. In singles play, Silva is 17-8, and
lobe is 17-5.
Freshmen Eric Roberson and
Brent Werbeck have earned some
attention with their dynamic duo.
Werbeck is 10-10 in singles play and
11-2 in doubles. Roberson is 18-6 in
singles and 16-9 in doubles.
ON THE BRSQUE BLOCK
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Yes, Iknow every sports writer and especially idiots
that deem themselves to be sports writers (myself) are
going io have columns on the tournament today. If you
'don't know which particular tournament I'm referring
.to, you deserve to be Jayson Williams' new limo driver.
; Hell, some writers started on this stuff the second the
; NHL threw in the towel. And just like every March, le-
:{:ions of these bracketologists will claim supreme insight
10 the eventual outcome of 64 schools when whittled
down to one net-cutting champion. All their mental ca-
pacity i~ spent in hopes of one moment when they can
stand tall and tell drunken guys at a bar, "I did it. I pre-
dicted the champion."
They seek the divine knowledge from decimal points,
team momentum, and key wins. All devices, although
, valid in their ownrlght, only lead to the coin flip guess
: that is bracketology. It's the doubled-edged beauty ofthe
; NCAA tournament. All expertise flies out the window,
and suddenly their guess is as good as ours.
And all will be dead wrong. In the immortal words of
, The Men's Wearhouse CEO George Zimmer: "IGuarantee
it."
But does that shake the omniscient sports writer?
i Absolutely not. You see, this particular army of cheap
suits, coffee stains, and media credentials are so vain
in their research study, that they need to add "ology"
to their little hobby. It is downright pathetic. I've taken
many classes with that suffix in the title, but had never
before come across bracketology. What is this subject I
keep hearing about? Fooled into thinking this was a real
science, I went as far as attempting to change my college
major to bracketology.
No dice.
~' So I tried to write it off as an independent study.
+ Nope.
;, An internship with Dick Vitel?
• I don't think so, baby.
; Dejected in my plight, I found myself determined to
explore the science of bracketology in hopes of authen-
ticity and, eventually, the correct formula for kicking ass
$in an office pool.
j, So where in the history of academia did bracketology
evolve? From my labors, I dated it back to 59 A.D. under
-the Roman Emperor Nero, during the pinnacle of gladi- F================
" torial competition. In typical Nero fashion, the ernper-
,fir wanted a way to tax his citizens without complaint.
:~~;Seeking guidance, Nero found a Roman philosopher and
f:'mathematician named Rickius Neuheiselus, who devel-
, oped a system of ranking 64 gladiators into one-on-one
competttlons where the winnefmcived' on till only one
supreme gladiator survived. Because of its devious cre-
ation, the system was called a bracket after the existing
term for citizen taxation - a joke that Nero found espe-
cially clever. ,
The new competition format enthralled the public.
They credited its ability to connect them closer with the
gladiators. When Russell Crowe won, they won. It was
'that simple. Soon, everyone was paying an entry feeto
predict the outcomes, and thus, Nero's plan was a suc-
cess.
The excitement of this new game developed into a
science of statistics, odds, and probability that baffled
.mathernaticians for centuries. The problem came with
substituting numbers for athletic performance - a skill
that most math nerds knew nothing about. The new
study was eventually dubbed "bracketology."
Through further studies I have developed a hypoth-
esis regarding this overlooked science. First, bracketol- 1=================
'ogy deals with many legitimate sciences requiring an
I experimental and theoretical study of natural phenorn-
: ena. For example, now we know the perpetual relation-
ship between a number 5 and number 12 seed. However,
! bracketology itself is a sci~nce inca~able of any mat~e-t 'matical proof. Thus, there IS no magic formula to predict
. Illinois' Final Four victory.
So what does this all mean to college basketball?
The same as what LeBron James means to college bas-
ketball- nothing.
~ This brings us back to my original criticism of anyone
jdding the suffix "ology" to what is ultimately a game.
lBy doing so, you're either a loser, or someone who gets
fpaid to sit in front of a camera and predict a game to be
,.~an exciting match-up,"
By now, anyone still reading this col.umn - who ha~n't
"already been distracted by a gymnastlcs photo on some
; ;other page - has their brackets filled out with a ben.ny
, .to back-up their selections. Go right ahead, put all faith
'into the guard play ofWake Forest or the inside presenc.e
}Jf Connecticut. With no scientific formula, your guess IS
" a good as anyone's. Except of course, there is one prove~
:~ariable of bracketology I discovered. In every expen-
f.llent conducted, the participant's girlfriend won the
I,
' ,0.0,1 by selecting teams with prettiest. un.iforms, result-
I..ng in financial trouble and loss of dlgmty for the test·ubject.!' And for anyone studying for the final exam, the brack-
: 'etological definition of that is: upset.
Boise State's Luke Shields has been named
the Western Athletic Conference Men's Tennis
Player of the Week 'lUesday for his performance
in the Blue GrayTournament in Alabama this
past weekend; This is his second honor of the
spring.
Shields, a freshman from Grand Junction,
Colo., won all three of his singles matches at No.
1 this weekend in the Blue Gray Tournament
against opponents from NC State, Notre Dame,
and 'lUlane. Heand his doubles partner, Thomas
Schoeck, also went 2-1 in doubles in those three
matches. The Broncos as a team upset both No.
39 NC State and No 18Notre Dame before falling
to No. 25 'lUlane.
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The Boise State gymnasts wl1l host their final meet at Taco Bell Arena Monday ntght.
PJIIJ11J IlY STANLEY BREWSTERITHE ARBITER •
Gymnasts edged out by Huskies.
BY RRBITER SPORTS STRFF then steady on vault with a score
of 48.775and the Huskies were hot
on bars with 49.025. The Broncos
were then a 48.45 on floor and
48.525 on beam. The Huskies kept
the heat on with a 49.1 on beam
and 49.025 on floor.
Carla Chambers led the Broncos
on the vault with a 9.875 and a
flrst-place finish. She also was the
top finisher for the Broncos on
bars with a fourth place 9.775. On
the beam, Lindsay Ward was Boise
State's leader with a tie for third
with a 9.825. Kristin Gaare scored
9.775on floorto finish third as the
Broncos' top placer on that event.
In the all-around, Chambers was
second with a 38.95. Ward was '
third with 38.55.
The Broncos are unofficially
ranked fifth in the west region: :
The top six seeds go on to reglon-'
al competition. The Broncos are
now off until next Monday, March
21, for their final home meet of
the season against Denver. '
Fanscancomeandseethegym- .
nasts Monday night for just $1. '
"It's buck night, so everyone gets
in for a buck," Sandmire said. "We-
are letting people with military ,
lO's get in for free." Events begin'
at 7 p.m. in Taco BellArena.
The Boise State gymnastics
team competed at the University
of Washington Monday evening
and the No. 28 Huskies finished
ahead of the No. 30 Broncos
195.325to 193.25.
"Whenever you go on the road,
you are dealing with different
equipment, different officials. So,
the score was not really indicative
of what we did," BSU head coach
Sam Sand mire said.
Both teams started alit a little
shaky. Washington with a 48.175
on vault and Boise State with
47.55 on bars. The Broncos were
less U ar, r I n,
and screaming is
n Dr g dl
.Gam8s thislhursdav and Saturdav at 6:05pm
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Why College Costs Too Much.
*Get vour tickets at the Bank 01America Centre Box omco
or In the Student UnIon Building. limit two per student ID.
c 51 I
$~50 Group Fundraiser
Sc.heduling Bonus
4 ~ours of your group's
tiT?e PLUS our free (yes,
free) fund raising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000
in earnings for your group.
C~U TODAY for a $450
bqnus when you schedule
yo,ur non-sales fundraiser
wi,th CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFund-
raiser, (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfund-
raiser.com
'00 Dodge Van, back seat
open for sofa sleeper for
two, 50k M, $10,5001
obo. Tel: 283-0394,
teresasz@yahoo.com
'8~ Mercury Grand Mar-
qll,is, 51K, V8, NC, pow-
er-. everything, 18MPG.
$i795/0bo. Must Sell!
5&7-1752.
'9Z' Mobile Home Spa-
ci~us 2/bd 2/ba. Near
BSU on large lot. $17,500.
Call about financing. 342-
1512.
1992 ISUZU RODEO
Very clean $2200 obo.
Call 703- 71\33
1993 Jeep Grand Chero-
kee Ltd. Fully loaded,
173k miles. $5,OOO/obo.
Call 284-4078
1999 Jeep Wrangler
Sport. 52k miles. 3" Lift,
oversized tires, winteh,
$9,300/0bo. Call 371c
1324, pis leave a msg.
2000 Honda C8R
929RR, lots of extras,
ex. condition, $6500/0bo.
284-4078
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
93 Mercury Topaz, 131k
miles. Auto, $400. Kat
284-3771
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Entire Living Rm. group
for sale. $475. OR couchl
loveseat, $400; Coffee/
end tables, $30; Enter. Ctr.
$45861-3596
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Halo 2®
On the
BIG
SCREEN!
• 16 Gamers • 4
S~reens • Stale-of-the-
Art Surround Sound
17 MAR 2005
Arbiter classified aduertlsements are free to
students, ClassIfIed ads me~ be pieced three we~s:
email: c1esslfledseerblteronhne.com
phone: 3'15-820'1 II 100
or stop by the office et 1605 Unluerslt~ Orlue
[scrnsa from the SUB].
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
7476
$425 deposit. 6mo. lease.
Ca1l484-5711
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Re-
tail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476.
I and 2 bdrm apts. $385,
$450. Deposit $250. No
pets, no smoking. Next
to Taco Time on Rosehill.
Call 861-63UO
PrivateLivingAreas'&Bath
Shared CommonAmenities
EVERGREEN SUITES 384·1600
~
j'USf ~L~~ flRO'J\l-11ledl'Oom: 680 Iq. ft.
2 Pools .
On SIte Management
Cable
AU tlIiItId tnQtudsd
fltntU Ctnltr
RtncS5S0
:Appro~ Paid Vtilitio • StiO
Elfmi,,, Rt.,11· S'HiO
2 Bedroom + ·Ibl.nhomcs
a"tilabk 8%-II~O Sq.I\.
S~30· $GOO
Rent- S520.m
cApP""; l~id Utiliti":.lJi!l.Jl!l@ EtTccti,~ Rent - 5460.00
'For 'Mort 11ifomultion c.l!T
l1na@342-(;061
Mnst see Lg 1bd apt. full
kitchen nds fridge. WID,
A/C, free cable, Ig back-
yd. Pets/smokers ok $450
345-2281 Iv msg
:'mAe Qjwds 011 '
: :the ParR .
336-8787
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Starting at $295/mo.
Bring in ad & receive$too
off lsI month rent
Room 4 Rent in Phat 2
story 2br House, 5 blks
from BSU. Fully fum, fl
p, deck w/wet bar & DSL.
$360!!!! Call 850-9481
Room for rent in 2bdrm
house WID. $275 incl.
utilities & cable. 5min
from mall/lOmin from
BSU. Call 713-0397
Includes all utilities, cable/
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week
Affordable
Downtown
Living
Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms
$475 or $595
BE A 8ARTENDER,
No experience neces-
sary, hands on training in
• Elevators
• J)irt('/~v acro.U fro". lf7ner;
• 14~IIOttr fltness room
• Business Center
• Secured Accc.f.f
Duplex for Rent! Ibdl
Iba. N.end location. OIT-
street parking. $425/mo +
TheReelTheatreis happyto announcethe launchofHalo20 GameNightat the fcJorthgate
R~elTheatres. The event starts on Friday.February4t!l @ midnightand runs until3am
Saturdaymoming.Thiswillbecomea weeklyevent (wIthe possibilityofmorenightsbeing
added lateron) attha NorthgateReelTheatreon 6950 W. Sate ST.inB~ise. Thecost will
be $10 per personplayingand $3 forpersonswatching.Formoreinformationon thisor for
currentmovie information,please call 377·2620 or visit l'MW.reellhealre.com.Come on
o~er10 the NorthgaleReeland get yourgameon!
'Box srxmsl &. SOeen shc~s} Ft'/J"rted l;y pctmtsdtJ:1 ~omMao:;ohCOIpcratiO!l'
.><t,(J~&. II],\) it! .1ri? ('mer isrr.-red tI,Y.1fmat1ls Of tJ'iX!flmJ(/(S ofM.onsoftC ron!l1 me United Stares &lar orherCOllmril's'
THE CONFERENCE
CALL l"JAS A HUGE
SUCCESS.
\
TED, I DON'T
KNOW HOW
TO SAY THIS.
)
THREE OUT OF 15
PEOPLE WERE AVAIL-
ABLE AND ONLY ONE
OF THEI"'\ FORGOT
TO CALL IN.
\
ACROSS
1 Singer Tillis
4 Boggy area
8 Small bays
14 Mature
15 Golden calf, e.g.
16 Add salt
17 Time for a final
round
19 Chalklike crayon
20 Knockout gas
21 Make up facts
23 Part of mph
24 Start of a petal-
plucker's rhyme
27 Indian prince
30 Smidgen
31 Damage a bit
32 Pebble Beach
standard
34 Sine qua_
35 Rights a wrong
38 Flamboyant tie
41 Jay follower
42 .Rich or Worth
43 Uncontrolled
individuals
46 Everything
47 Poppycock!
48 Sprite
49 NASA's orbiting
outpost
52 Carbon black
54 Makes a start
on
57 Took seats .
59 Heavy imbiber
60 Cut again
61 Isolated
mountain
64 Burgess of "Of
Mice and Men"
66 Decreaser
67 Aphrodite's child
68 Black or White
69 Salad leafstalk
70 Fails to be
71 Explosive letters
DOWN
1 Faded to the
extreme
2 First name in
mysteries
3 Interwoven
4 Device for
measuring very
small distances
5 Peak on Crete
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (03-17·05)
You're charming and creative this
year. You won't even mind if you
run into hassles and arguments.
Persevere, and occasionally
compromise, to get your way. To
get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Tanrus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 6 - Resist the urge
to splurge on lovely items you
don't really need. Sure, you've
earned the right and all that. Just
postpone, and revisit next week.
© 2005 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Boise, must be 18 yrs or
older, make $100-150 per
shift, job placement/get
certified. Call 333-tips
(8477)
.Crossword
\
....,.;..-------.g:=:====~;;i AND THE ....-~-------:-----:------ f!'-"'!!' .... .,_="'.~._=-"..~-_-----....".-----.
!5 TOWNS-
~PEOPLE
WILL ERECT
A STATUE
TO HONOR
THE- BELT.
\
BroncoJobs
4:1"lj4j""i'?"13ifil'i
Looking for
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click Bronco.lobs
at http://
career.bolsestate.edu
DESIGN YOUR OWN
- SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
Start at rnlnlnunn of
$8.00 I hour
Paid training
'Casual environment
-Flaxlble schedule
Pleaso call for
more Information
658-4888
Taxi Driver - Days, Hex-
ible schedule, Ages 25+,
M/F. Must have good
driving record, will train.
Call Ted 794-0871 after
7pm.
Wanted: Prank Monkey
Perform pranks while get-
ting paid with bananas!
Call Lindsay @ 371-7218
03117/05
6 Boots on
wheels
7 Perry or
Havelock
. 8 AOL, for one
9 Tide type
10 Printer type
11 Alienate
12 Sock's end
13 Letters of L.
Michaels'show
18 Aviv-Jaffa
22 Liberated
parents
25 Large tub
26 Serving of corn
28 Singer Elton
29 Pot feeder
33 Green region
35 Mayday!
36 Jose
37 April 15 orq,
38 Word of
resignation
39 Do it alone
40 Gigantic
44 Sprocket
45 Over the hill
Solutions
49 Stand firm
50 _ Island, NY
51 Big deall
53 Gustatory
sensation
55 "My Cousin
Vinny" co-star
56 Marry
58 Wedding-cake
layer
61 Fella
62 Writer Burrows
63 Young fish
65 Silver or Ely
r
Cancer (June 22·July 22)
Today is a 6 -It's not a particularly
good day to travel. Detours and
changes are predicted. The reason
you were going could even
disappear. Better wait.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 - Tensions run high,
but this is not a bad thing. If
you've been stuck in a rut for a
while, it takes energy to get out.
Capricorn (Dec. 22·Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 - Your suggestion
either isn't tried, or for some
reason, it doesn't work. A conflict
is created by disrupting an old
routine. Proceed with caution.
Leo (July 23·Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 - Friends want to
cheer you up, but you shouldn't
necessarily accept all the advice
they offer to you. It's your assets
on the line.
Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 - Not a good day
to travel. Not a good day to go
shopping. Arguments break out, so
it's not a good day to take children
to nice restaurants, either.
Aries (March 21·AprilI9)
Today is a 7 - The reason it's
difficult to figure out what's going
on is because there's simply so
much of it. Wait 'til the dust
settles, in a safe place.
The Arbiter
shivers me
timbers.
arrrrrgh ...
u
.£ so IT IT WOULD~
::> l"JAS A HAVE BEEN~ PHONE IF THEY;:e CALL HADN'T
~ BEThlEEN USED THEruo I"'\UTE
PEOPLE? BUTTONS.
\ \
Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 - Don't let a nay-
sayer ruin your deal. Take all
criticism into consideration. Make
a list, and promise you'll make
sure the problems are solved. Then
get someone to do it. Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 6 - Several different
points of view are being strongly
stated. Go with the one that puts
the most bread and butter on your
table.
Libra (Sept. 23·0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - You're naturally a
good salesperson, especially when
you like whatever it is you're J
selling. Don't offer more than you
can deliver.
Gemini (May 21·June 21)
Today is a 7 - You certainly have
a way with words, as everyone
agrees. You may have a shortage
of patience. though. Deep breaths
arc a big help with that.
Scorpio (Oct. 23·Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - Don't be depressed
by financial shortfalls, and advise
the oLhers the same. Just because
you can't do what you want now
doesn't mean you never will.
c) 2005. TRIBUNE MEDlA SERVICES INC.
DiStributed by Knight Ridder"
Tribune Information Services.
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The Boise State
football team
Is returning 17
starters from
last sesson's
11-1 WAC
championship
team. The
Broncos began
spring practice
In preparation
for the season
opener on Sept.
3 at Georgia.
I'IIIITU lIY o;TAlllIY
mllw,n:n· Till: AHlII1IlI
Broncos gear up for 2005 season
- BY TREUOR HORN
Sports Editor
a look at this season's edition of
the Boise State football team.
1. Pamiliarity
2. Youth
The latter of the two is some-
thing fans are accustomed to
now. It's the former that fans may
need some time getting used to
- in a good way.
The Broncos are returning 17
starters from last season's Il-
l Western Athletic Conference
champions. Another mind-bog-
gling fact that blares out from the
spring ball depth chart is that of
the 54 players listed, 46 are un-
der-classmen. That's an out-of-
this-world, 82 percent that should
be back for another go-around in
2006.
"On one end, we are bringing
back a lot of guys who have a lot
of experience built up. But on the
other hand, we lost key players on
defense who will be hard to re-
place," junior tri-captain Korey
Hall said.
Four positions on defense will
need to be replaced by departing
seniors.
One of those positions that will
be hard to replace is Hall's mentor
Andy Avalos. The Will back posi-
• tion should be taken over hy se-
nior Chris Barrios.
There is a battle at the right de-
fensive ond.after the graduation
of Julius Roberts. As of right now,
Mike Dominguez and Tim Volk :
are listed at the top of the depth
chart, but incoming junior college
transfer Dennis Ellis may give
them hoth a run for their money.
Ellis had 18.5 sacks last season in
junior college.
The offensive line is bringing
back 4 of their 5 starters from
last season, so the lone bau le
this spring is at the center posi-
tion. Right now, three guys are
vying for the starting nod. Junior
Joe Weigand, sophomore Jeff
Biedermann, and JUCO tranfer
Iadon Dailey are all in the hunt.
One of the best battles for this
spring will be at the wide receiv-
ers position. The Broncos may
he deeper at the receiving corps
than ever before. Returning at
the Z position are Josh Smith
and Jason Murray. Smith is list-
ed at the top of the depth chart,
but senior transfer from Oregon
State Cole Clasen and JUCO tran-
forlcrard Rabb should get plenty
of playing time. Rabb was one of
the biggest recruiting signings for
the Broncos this season. He is one
of the biggest receivers to play at
BSU, standing '!t 6 foot, 3 inches
and weighing a stout 200 pounds.
Another big receiver this sea:
son for Boise State is former back-
up quarterback Legadu Naance.
The junior moved over at the end
of last season and is ready for the
challenge, and could give the
Broncos numerous options on of-
fense.
"I see myself as a receiver and
not as a developing one or a con-
verted one," Nuance said.
Drisan James is listed as num-
her one on the depth chart at the
X position. Along with James and
Nuance are Chris Christopher
and freshman Vinnie Perretta.
The Broncos practiced three
times this week, and will take off
next week for Spring Break, then
will get back on the field on March
28. They heginthe 2005 season at
Georgia on Sept. 3.
Bronco fans will witness two
things this spring when they take
- -,
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Donate Plasma at Biomat USA
I Earn $50 the first week and I$150 per monthMon.·Sat: 9:00·5:30 IFOL
II 40170veriandRd Biomat USA, Inc. H
Boise, ID 83705 caring for people's health
L - - - ...J
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UCTION Are you serious about working for a major competitor in heavycivil construction? Do you like teamwork? Do you want to build
some of the most challenging projects in California? Do you
want to grow with a great company? Do you like to get your
hands and feet dirty?
If you answered YES to these questions,
we want to talk to you for the Construction Engineer Position!
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS: This position demands an energetic and dynamic person. It is
very "hands on" as well as technically challenging. The duties
involve managing the field personnel, procuring materials and
equipment, and other company assets. Other duties include
scheduling, cost estimating, and project management/
procurement of varying responsibility levels. Project
management will include submittals, progress payment requests,
management of SUbcontractors, and many other types of
contractual documents. Engineers typically work in a support-
role directly for project superintendents/ engineer and work
closely with the crews.
PURSUING A B.5.IN CIVIL ENGINEERING; ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, OR CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
PREFERABLYWITH AN INTEREST IN HEAVY CIVIL
CONSTRUCTION.
INTERNSHIPS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.
Business and Finance majors are also
encouraged to submit their resumes for
consideration in our Administration Division.
Please email or fax your resume to Chemene Hooker at
510/293-1110 or employment@shimmick.com
Shimmick Construction Co., is a General Engineering/Heavy Civil Contractorheadquartecred in Northern and Southern
California. The Company performs heavy engineering projects for various governmehfagencies io,thegreater Bay Area
and Southern California. Shimmick Construction is an Equal Employment Opportunity Emptover;
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